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First of all, I would like to ask you all again to
write a review about our children's books as a
boogeyman beater club… It would be very nice
if the whole world knew our name and since
we distribute and write them for free anyway,
that is only a small seems like trouble??

We try to make every child laugh and shudder,
but also, and not unimportantly, enjoy and

learn!
All our books have a moral and the horror
children read aloud books even several...

Where we try to make the children realize that
life is not nearly as difficult as it seems if you
can let everyone be in their own worth and, for
example, also through your vegetables to eat,

they are on your plate for a reason!
We are a child friendly environment and we
don't judge anyone except Diabolico because
he is the scariest of the scariest and no longer

welcome in our club!
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The beginning is something like
this, at least that's the whole
idea behind this idea:
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Chapter 1
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Once upon a time there was a boy named Billy
who went to school and bullied everyone, he
had the whole class until he got to the very

last of the school jimmy!
And Jimmy just sat staring into space and
thought stupid kid, do something with your
life! I'll do you one of these days and Billy

wanted to bully Jimmy...
Okay Billy who wanted to tease had something
in his head and Jimmy really had something

like not today dude.......
So Billy goes on and on and starts throwing all
kinds of things at Jimmy and taking his chair
from under his ass.. But he was no use to

Jimmy and Jimmy says out of the blue: slip slip
slippery and then Billy became a purple
Flubbel bubble Jimmy sits back in his chair
and all they saw on the floor was a purple

soggy spot...
But what no one knew or realized is that the
Flubbel bubbles are threatened by the

flameians…
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And the Flameians are evil while the Flubbel
bubbles are really just a nice and good Alien.
Yes, you heard that right, an Alien! Jimmy is a
Flubbel-bubble but can adapt to humans,

something not all Flubbel-bubbles can do and
especially not without training… Because a
Flubbel-bubble can take on any shape they
want, but with enough training, where the
Flameians are actually a threat to the whole

world!
The Flameians are able to set everything on
fire with their fiery hands and the Flubbel

bubbles try to prevent that with all their might
and their wet and slimy form…

Now the Flubbel bubbles are not all like Jimmy
and should never be known!

Can I have your word of honor on that too?!
No one is allowed to know what primal battle

is being fought in space!
So you are also not allowed to talk to anyone
and I mean anyone at all about the story I am

about to tell you!
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If you agree with this and can keep a secret we
will proceed but only if you can keep this
secret to yourself because the supreme

boogeyman is much but not stupid and as soon
as I find out that you have shared this secret I
will give you a nightmare. What do you say

deal?
Deal?!

Okay then let's move on and even if you said
no I'll write a book about it of course you

won't get a nightmare only if you really want it
of course....

Okay purple bubbles and Flameians and
flames and custard.. Nice combination also
flames and custard hot and sweet, soft and
hard soggy and I'm getting hungry….
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But yes the Flameians are not only very tasty
hot snacks but also lives and I also mean really

dangerous monsters that can destroy
everything by lighting their flammable hands
through the thoughts of humans and other life

forms ..
While the Purple Flubbel bubbles are just
Flubbel bubbles as the name implies they are
the guardians of innocence and the guardians
of the evil Flamians race, a kind of water vs
fire and as always the water always wins over

the fire but this time… .
This time the flames may be unstoppable and
that's where Billy comes into play the bully
who was transformed into Flubbel-bubble by

Jimmy out of the blue!
And not only that but with the change he came
right inFlubbellubbellabbellobbellobbellonia

or something like that!
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Chapter2

Flubbellubbellabbellobbellobbellonia
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The planet of the Flubbel bubbles and it just
leaves that planet on the devastation list of the

Flameians…
Who with their fiery hands turn every

Flubbel-bubble into a watery porridge.. Billy
still has to discover all his powers that he has
as a Flubbel-bubble and let that be something

that is still quite fun to do….
Because how do you change into a different
shape or into a water ball or into another

fluttery thing?
The biggest Flubbel-bubble Breakneck walks

up to him and introduces himself as
Flubbel-Sensai!
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The flubbel sensai is the ultimate teacher to
get the flubbelly powers under complete
control... But that is not without a struggle,
the flubbelly powers must get every

Flubbel-bubble under control by sleeping and
waking up on, for example, a spike mat as a
mattress. become painless….. Because to save
Flubbellubbellabbellobbellobbellonia or

something like that, a Flubbel-bubble must be
able to withstand all the pain and horror the
Flameians can cause with the greatest of ease!
And there begins his hellish training full of
pain and juicy bubble juice that drips down
with every jab the spike mattress makes, and

of course it hurts him!
He feels the mattress pierce right through his
bubble and not once, not twice and not three
times no all the time again, and again and

again!
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Because it hurts him so much, he tries to get
off the mattress, but the nails catch him and he
floats through the nails all the way down into

the mattress!
How does he get out of here again? How does

he wriggle himself out of here?
Then he thinks yes….. It must be, and relaxes
itself like the Flubbel-bubble, and then

something happens!
It rises up, the nails lose their grip and it rises
higher and higher and higher and higher and
higher until it's on top of the mattress, and

even then it rises a little higher, even at the top
of the nails until they don't hurt anymore!

This is like a normal mattress as he is used to
from when he was a normal human being, soft
and familiar, just like before and when he falls
asleep and has left in a deep sleep, he is
heavily awakened by an air raid siren!

The Flameins are invading, and all Flubbel
bubbles are ready!
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All except him, because he just wakes up and
needs coffee first just like mom and dad!
He doesn't know how to get rid of this nail
mattress! Because every effort lowers him
further and further down, so how does he get

out of here?!
He tries to think of a nice place from the past
with grandpa to the park or something and
then he starts to float through the air, higher
and higher and higher and higher and higher…
He floats through the courtyard where the
castle stands and sees dozens of fiery fists
coming out of the ground and burning the

Flubbel bubbles one by one!
And he sees Breakneck take on other forms to

stop the Flameians…
He now understands how the Flubbel bubbles
work, because he is a lot but not stupid!
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Chapter3

The first test!
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His imagination is what his greatest weapon is
so he imagines himself to be a waterfall and
the moment a Flameian in mid-air tries to burn
him with his fiery hands he crashes down
across the courtyard in a giant tidal wave
causing extinguish all fiery fists at once, and
the Flubbel bubbles can breathe a sigh of

relief again!
Breakneck doesn't know what he sees and
declares him the chosen one to win the war

against the Flameians, and they bring the fight
to Flamerian's very own planet!

For they have the warrior of warriors and they
can win the battle together with the chosen

one!
The master of Flubbel-bubbles who has total

control over Flubbel-fu…
The flubbel-fu master is something that
Flubbellubbellabbellobbellobbellonia or the

like has been missing for too long!
But the Flubbel-fu master is the strongest
warrior in the galaxy and any intergalactic
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threat on

Flubbellbubbelllabbellobbellobbellonia or
something like that will no longer be a threat

from now on!
They can reclaim the galaxy as it last did
centuries ago and the Flubbel-bubbles can
earn their place in the intergalactic space of
fame only through the power of the Flubbel-fu

master!
Breakneck doesn't waste any time and starts
the Flubbel mobile and tank with missiles, but
he is not done yet and imagines that he is the
source of life that can bring back all Flubbel
bubbles, then he disappears into the ground
and come all Flubbel bubbles are slowly

coming back to life!
Breackneck cheers like only a Flubbel-Sensai

can:
Flubbellubbellubbellubbellubbellubbell!!!!
And while as all the Flubbel bubbles slowly
but surely return, more and more tanks enter

the battlefield!
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Each one of them departing for the planet

Flamerian!
The journey is long-winded, and all the

planets have been destroyed by the Flamians!
It is a great conflagration in space, all the

planets are burning down.
Breackneck looks at Flubbel-master and asks
if he can do anything, but he can't do anything

from this tank floating through space!
Then they finally arrive at Flamerian, a
wasteland, everything is burned and

everything is on fire!
Everything that was once beautiful has been
destroyed by the Flameians, everything that
once stood has burned down and smoldered to

the ground…
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And when Billy as Flubbel master emerges
from the tank with an army of Flubbel bubbles
at his side, he's sure to tell them that their
imagination is their greatest weapon!

The first Flameians come to take a look, but
the supremacy of fantasizing Flubbel-bubbles
comes up with the strangest things so that the

Flameians drip off one by one, like 1
Flubbel-bubble fantasizes that he is a huge
dog in dire need and pisses over the Flameians

in such a way that their fiery hands
extinguish!

1 Flubbelbubble fantasizes about being on a
beach so the wasteland becomes a beach at
once, and another Flubbelbubble fantasizes
about being the water causing a tsunami and
extinguishes the burnt wasteland at once and
the Flameians all piece by piece wiped out!
Breackneck doesn't know what hit him and

cheers again:
Flubblublublublublublublublub!!!
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Chapter4

Victory, right?
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They won through the lessons of the Flubble
Master, and when Breakneck wants to board
the tank, the intergalactic delegation arrives

chugging on space scooters!
He asks for Billy's autograph and once Billy
has signed it, he is put in the space of fame
along with Breakneck and the other Flubbel

warriors!
The Flubbel bubbles that saved all of space

from destruction!
Afterwards, the intergalactic delegation

wishes him safe passage as he is returned to
Earth in his classroom as if nothing happened!
Jimmy nods and hands him a note that says
"But I didn't expect that, well done master!"
While the teacher talks about something that
doesn't interest Billy at all, he fantasizes about
the Flameians and their planet and what

actually happened….
Space was saved very quickly, wasn't it?!

Was this intended or not?
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Every doubt makes him more and more afraid,
then he sees Jimmy rubbing his hands and
little flames slowly appear on his fingertips…
Not long after, his whole hands turn into

flames and he laughs: Look guys, this Flubbel
master thought he was too strong for us!

Then the rest of the classroom changes from
normal students to destructive Flamians, and

Earth is on their destruction list!
Jimmy says: We have never been evil Flubbel
master if you don't understand that now that
you beat us so easily then I don't understand

you!
And then Billy also realizes that the Flameians
are not as dangerous as what the Flubbel
bubbles said, but that the Flubbel bubbles
themselves are the greatest evil in space

because they can take on any form they want!
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And that means he can now do it whenever he
wants what were Jimmy's words he fantasized

about Slither-slither-slither, or
Slither-slider-slider or was it

Slither-slider-globber? His last attempt and
he says it out loud this time: Slip, slip, slip!

His transformation is instant, while Jimmy and
the other Flameians run away scared, he stays

behind and fantasizes about
Flubbellubbellbabbleblobbubblelonia or
something like that and poof there he is!

Breakneck says we know about the situation
and we're all going to Earth!

We'll make this our last battle with the
Flameians!

Then Billy transforms himself into a peaceful
universe with all the effort he has, he makes
sure that all the burnt planets come back to
their former glory, That every intergalactic
being coexist peacefully, and that pain and
anger no longer exist anywhere, not even on

Earth!
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Everyone interacts normally without bullying

or gossiping about each other!
Without blackening each other behind each
other's backs and where you don't have to
work every day, where money isn't the most
important thing in life and where fighting

doesn't exist!
The effort Billy has made, a club from

Fearland Feartopia has not gone unnoticed
and they take him out of his Flubbel-bubble
form, and pull him into Fearland Feartopia

itself!
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Chapter5

The Moral!
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There he is seated at the table and spoken to
by a creepy guy, he calls himself the supreme
boogeyman and Billy is in the boogeyman

beater club!
The ogre knocker club consists of many

members, but a woman walks up to him with
blue eyes and green eyes, she introduces
herself as Blue Sky, and what he has just
experienced is what gods are experiencing!
The supreme boogeyman asks if he has
learned anything from this and Blue Sky

waves out and says: You have even calmed the
Boogedie-boogedie monsters but do you know
why we chose you and do you know the moral

of this story?
Why were you chosen for this?

Why we have entrusted you with this to save
the world from all the evil the world brings?
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The other members wish him luck as his
answer can either bring pain and sorrow

forever and put the universe back to its former
state, or his answer can bring redemption and

leave the universe at peace!
It's all about the answer given in the

boogeyman beater club!
His answer is simple:

I've always been a really big fantasist, and I
like to fantasize about what if or what would

happen?
I knew pretty much straight away that

fantasizing could win the war and I think you
know that about me and even though I'm a
bully at school I'm not nearly as bad in

everyday life!
I will never do the bullying again because the
Flubbel bubbles were the biggest bullies that

could exist!
But I hope I can save again someday because I

still enjoyed doing that!
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So the moral of this story is also that you are
never too young or too old to learn! And
although I have misbehaved occasionally,
there is always room for improvement and
being a better version so that you can help
others or in my case save an entire universe!
Because if I had remained that bully when the
universe needed me, the Flameians would have

won with all the consequences!
The whole boogeyman beater club claps for
the wise boy and these wise words, and Blue
Sky pats him on the head, after which he
wakes up again in his classroom and

immediately apologizes to Jimmy and the rest
of his classmates and promises that he will
never does again and he keeps that promise
because not only can it mean the end of the
universe but promise is a debt and he is only

too aware of that!

Theend?!
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This was another boogeyman beater club
booklet and can only be downloaded for free at

theboogeymansclub.com, where we
boogeymen do our stinking best to provide
you with a story again, we wish you a safe and

loving night for now!

Sincerely the entire boogeyman
beater club!

Signed: The supreme boogeyman and Blue
Sky!

Sleep tight and see you next time, with a
new boogeyman beater club booklet!
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